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Abstract: The visual saliency map is becoming important and challenging for many scientific disciplines (robotic systems, psychophysics, cognitive neuroscience and computer science). Map created by the model indicates possible salient regions by taking into consideration face presence and motion which is essential in motion pictures. By combining we can obtain credible saliency map with a low computational cost.
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1 Introduction

The film and motion picture industry is revenue of the forecast to increase nearly to 50 billion U.S. dollar in 2020 [1]. While the US system is profitable, other film industries tend to be financed through government subsidies. It is important not to exceed the movie budget, while maintaining desired picture quality. That is why it is important to review pre-production scenes. The proposed solution allows for the verification if a certain image region visually stands out, compared to its surrounding area, important for the audience (visual saliency). Saliency-extraction techniques of this region generate a saliency map initially presented by Itti et al. [2]. Saliency map indicates regions that are likely to attract human attention. Red regions indicate high saliency level, blue regions indicate low saliency level. Figure 1 shows an example saliency map (presented as a heatmap for legibility).
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Nowadays domain of visual attenuation has evolved in the many scientific disciplines (robotic systems, psychophysics, cognitive neuroscience and computer science).

Visual saliency detection is widely used in video compression, image retargeting, video retargeting or object detection [3]. Saliency-detection methods, combine a probability of saliency with spatial variance of color of a superpixel, global contrast map or spatially-aware (non-global) color quantization [4]. The final saliency map is calculated by linearly interpolating the product of these components. Choice of these components is made by the fact that some cues take more attention in the observed scene. Human Visual System (HVS) is sensitive to features like changes in color, specific shapes, light intensity or human faces [5]. These features indicate Regions Of Interest (ROI). Such regions, with certain probability, are likely to attract attention. According to Yarbus [6] the task that viewers have will also influence ROI. For instance, when a viewer was asked to simply look at the picture (figure 2) his gaze track looked different compared to the gaze track after questions like “How old are people in the room?” or “How are they dressed?”.

Figure 1: Left: original frame, right: saliency map of frame

Figure 2: Different gaze path for the same picture and different tasks [6]
These differences in gaze track are due to HVS being able to pay attention to only limited number of ROI at certain point of time.

When attention cues are accumulated in the picture, some of them are more likely to attract attention than the others. For example when there is a girl dressed in yellow raincoat what attracts attention first is her face and later – the yellow raincoat (contrast, intensity). This becomes more complicated where motion picture is analyzed instead of a static one. Duration of shot influences ROI, because some attention cues attract gaze earlier than the other. Referring to previous example, when the shot is only two seconds long, only girl’s face will attract attention. If the shot is longer, then after a while viewers will look at the rest of the scene (for example at yellow raincoat).

Popularity of stereoscopic movies, bring metrics of visual comfort for stereoscopic content [7–9]. These methods are far more complicated as they take into account disparity (which can itself lead to loss in visual comfort [10]), planar and depth velocities, as well as the spatial frequency of luminance contrast and motion on the screen plane. The saliency stereoscopy models take into account more components than an ordinary picture. This model is made by fusing depth perception and visual comfort factors, like image and visual comfort based saliency, and above that depth saliency.

2 Existing methods

Saliency prediction models can be divided into two basic categories: bottom-up and top-down. Bottom-up means that we analyze an image but not what is in the image. For example color, intensity and orientation are bottom-up cues, while face presence, movement, interesting or emotional objects are top-down cues. There already exist several bottom-up models such as Itti et al. [2] which is based on color, intensity and orientation and combines multiscale image features into a single topographical saliency map, Levine et al. [11] combines local contrast with global contrast in order to detect both small and large saliency regions, detect saliency in cluttered scenes and inhibit repeating patterns. Yildrim et al. [4] combines global contrast with probability of saliency which is based on spatial center and variances of colors. These models include only bottom-up features and ignore top-down ones. This can lead to building inaccurate saliency maps. Several top-down models, such as: Xu et al. [12] proposed not only face-based saliency map, but also facial features-based saliency map. He verified that the fixations tend to cluster around facial features, when viewing images with large faces. Yu et al. [15] predicted saliency maps by indicating interesting objects using a novel object extraction approach by integrating sketch-like and envelope-like maps.

Unfortunately bottom-up features cannot be ignored as they attract attention during first 500 milliseconds. Because of that, there were developed models that combine both bottom-up and top-down features. For example Xu et al. [16] combined Ittis model with movement by using adaptive fusion method that merges the spatial and temporal saliency maps of each frame into its spatiotemporal saliency map. Kucerowa et al. [5] chose texture and faces as attention cues and combined them using local context suppression of multiple cues.

Most existing models take into consideration static images. However motion picture plays an essential role in film industry. It may turn out that some attention cues are far more important when it comes to motion picture. For example it is arguable if face will attract more attention than contrast or movement.

Another thing is that some of presented models are not versatile. As an example: method presented by Kucerowa et al. [5] will not work for images without text or face, as saliency map is based only on face and text presence.

3 Method description

We propose a model that is versatile and can be used in motion pictures. We work on videos with natural scenes, with or without faces. Proposed model, compared to state-of-the-art methods was improved by adding more attention cues. Based on the eye tracking measurements [13], proposed model evaluates the level of importance regions associated to viewing movie or motion picture [14]. We create saliency map by combining four attention cues:

- Global contrast
- Distance from the center of an image
- Face
- Movement

We combine these features into a single saliency map using following equation:

\[ S(i) = w_1 \* K(i) + w_2 \* G(i) + w_3 \* F(i) + w_4 \* M(i) \]

\[ w_1 + w_2 + w_3 + w_4 = 1 \]

\[ w_1, w_2, w_3, w_4 - map\ weights \]

\[ i - image\ pixel \]

\[ K - contrast \]

\[ G - distance\ from\ the\ center\ of\ an\ image \]
Using this equation we can indicate which attention cues are more important than others, so the final saliency map can look differently depending on weight parameters. In the following section we elaborate on the importance of weight parameters. We also test how different weight parameters influence saliency map accuracy.

### 3.1 Global contrast

We use global contrast instead of local contrast for improved efficiency. We construct histogram and calculate difference for each color.

\[ K(i) = \sum_{j=1}^{m} f_j |C_i - C_j| \]

- \( K(i) \) – saliency value for color
- \( m \) – number of colors
- \( C_i \) – color value
- \( f_j \) – frequency of color \( C_j \)

### 3.2 Distance from the center of an image

Research has showed that the probability of salient object appearance decreases with the distance from the center of an image. We use Gaussian function to model this.

\[ G(x, y) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2}} e^{-\frac{x^2 + y^2}{2\sigma^2}} \]

- \( x, y \) – coordinates of pixel with respect to image center

### 3.3 Face

In this case, research has shown that face is first to attract attention during first 500 milliseconds of viewing (as observed in 80% of cases). For face detection we use Haar classifier.

### 3.4 Movement

In order to detect motion we use optical flow, using Gunnar Farneback\[19\] algorithm. We assume that pixel intensity does not change in consecutive frame. We calculate the distance between a pixel in the first and in the second frame.

\[ M(x, y, t) = M(x + \Delta x, y + \Delta y, t + \Delta t) \]

- \( i \) – image pixel
- \( x, y \) – pixel coordinates

### 4 Experimental results

We compared our saliency map with ground truth map, which is comprised of human eye fixation map. The above methods were tested on 1920 x 1080px, 1m42s long video which is Isyrius company marketing material. The video consists of different types of scenes with variety of color schemes, different dynamics and shot length. This particular video was chosen because of its dynamic montage, as well as, shot richness and variety. We obtained eyetracking data by using Tobii eyetracker and tested 18 persons aged from 22 to 37. On computer with Intel Core i7 processor and 8GB RAM the saliency map was calculated after 210 minutes. That gives 0.2 fps processing speed. Figure 3 shows a schematic view of our setup.

![Figure 3: Schematic view of research stand](image)

We tested accuracy of proposed method by comparing calculated saliency map \( S_A \) (its black and white version) with ground truth map \( S_B \), using Linear Correlation Coefficient (LCC):

\[ LCC = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (S_A(i) - \bar{S_A})(S_B(i) - \bar{S_B})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (S_A(i) - \bar{S_A})^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (S_B(i) - \bar{S_B})^2}} \]

- \( n \) – number of image pixels
- \( i \) – pixel
- \( S_A \) – calculated saliency map
- \( S_B \) – ground truth map

Figure 4 shows calculated saliency map \( S_A \) and ground truth map (eyetracking map) \( S_B \) for an example frame.
LCC was calculated for each frame and averaged for the whole video clip. Figure 5 shows LCC for our method compared to the other existing methods.

Figure 6 shows four different saliency maps (right column). The first map from the top is a global contrast based saliency map. Another map is generated by distance from center attention cue. Third map represents face presence based saliency map. The last map is motion based saliency map. In the bottom-left corner eyetracking map (overlayed on original frame) is shown. In the top-left corner saliency map is presented as a heatmap. This heatmap was generated using weights: contrast 30%, distance from center 20%, face 20%, motion 30%. Following the above, there is another saliency map (generated with different weights: contrast 10%, distance from center 20%, face 20%, motion 50%), and further down to the right is the original footage. Such presentation shows how each of attention cues influences final saliency map. Moreover, it can be compared at the same time with actual fixation points.

As can be seen in figure 6, different attention cues generate completely different saliency maps. Looking at figure 7 we can also see that they are also responsible for different LCC values. Figure 7 depicts how each attention cue influence LCC (each saliency map was calculated for every frame of the video). For video used for this research, LCC with use of three maps has value of 0.68. As we can see in figure 7 each of maps alone provides less LCC value. That indicates that combing them in a right way (with optimal weights) will generate credible saliency map.

**5 Conclusion**

Our method can be very useful in the film industry. It indicates possible salient regions by taking into consideration global contrast, distance from the center of an image, face presence and motion. Our method is versatile and suitable for fullHD videos. In contrast, previous methods considered mostly robust static features and were computationally complex so they are not suitable for videos. Also, many state-of-the-art methods can be completely misleading in motion picture as they neglect the importance of different attention cues, which we take into consideration.

We carried out several tests that gave us eyetracking data which we could compare with generated saliency maps. These data showed the deficiency in our method and at the same time provided us with interesting observations concerning relations between different attention cues.
Future work considers designating optimal weight parameters when combining obtained four saliency maps into final saliency map, adding more attention cues (specific for film industry) as horizon line and golden proportion, and improving processing speed.
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